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Abstract. Digital Access to a Sky Century @ Harvard (DASCH) is a projectto dig-
itize the collection of approximately 525,000 astronomical plates held at the Harvard
College Observatory. This paper presents an overview of theDASCH data processing
pipeline, with special emphasis on the processing of multiple-exposure plates. Such
plates extended the dynamic range of photograph emulsions and improved photometric
accuracy by minimizing variations in plate development procedures. Two approaches
are explored in this paper: The repetitive use of astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010) and lo-
cal correlation searches. Both procedures have yielded additional quality control checks
useful to the pipeline.

1. Introduction

The Harvard College Observatory plate collection consists of approximately525,000
photographs produced by over 80 telescopes spanning over 100 years from about 1885
to 1992. The goal of the Digital Access to a Sky Century @ Harvard1 (DASCH) project
(Grindlay et al. 2009) is to digitize this entire collection and provide photometry mea-
surements for all objects. To date, we have digitized over 10,000 plates andextracted an
average of 80,000 objects per plate. The analysis of this digitized data presents a num-
ber of challenges which are no longer encountered with modern CCD photographic
techniques. One of these challenges is the presence of many plates which have multiple
instances of the same objects.2

1.1. Types of Multiple Exposure Plates

Plates with multiple exposures were produced to extend the limited dynamic range of
photographic emulsions, to account for variations in development procedures, and to
include known standards such as the Harvard North Polar Sequence. Figure 1 shows
examples successive exposures of the same field and of ghost objects generated by Pick-
ering or Racine Wedge (Leavitt 1917). A third technique for producing ghost objects
made use of coarse gratings (King 1931).

1see http://hea-www.harvard.edu/DASCH/.

2see http://hea-www.harvard.edu/DASCH/papers/P033f.pdf for a full-length version of this paper.
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Figure 1. Left: Plate mc05077 showing multiple exposures ofthe M44 field. Nine
exposures were taken with exposure times decreasing by 50% for each successive
exposure. Right: Plate i31090 showing examples of Pickering Wedge objects.

1.2. Number of Multiple Exposure Plates

Now that 217,000 of the 525,000 logbook entries have been transcribed and entered into
a MySQL database, a simple query shows that 5,842 or 2.6% of the transcribed plates
have multiple exposures. Unfortunately, no mention of the use of Pickering Wedge
plates has been found in the logbooks. Logbook transcriptions suggestthat less than
100 plates used coarse gratings, although the total may be as high as 8000 because of
issues with the logbook plate classification system.

2. DASCH pipeline

An overview of the DASCH digitizer and pipeline appears below. The two keysteps
involved in the processing of multiple exposure plates are the “Pickering Wedge Filter”
and the “Multiple Exposure Loop”.

2.1. Plate Preparation

Before any scanning can occur, the relevant entries in the logbook must be transcribed
and entered into the MySQL scanner database. Both plate jackets and plateswith ink
annotations are photographed with a Nikon D200 camera. All ink annotationson the
reverse side of the plate from the emulsion must then be cleaned to avoid confusion
with astronomical objects.

2.2. Mosaic Generation, WCS fitting, and Source Extraction

The digitizer (Simcoe et al. 2006) generates 60 tiles to cover a typical 20 x 25cm plate
with 10 x 6 images using half-steps in width to assure two exposures for every plate
object. The mosaicing process registers and combines these tiles with flatfield tiles to
produce a single mosaic of approximately 780 megapixels.

The SExtractor program (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) next generates object lists. The
WCS fitting procedure first begins with astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010) and moves to
successively accurate fits using WCStools (Mink 1999) and then a polynomial fit. A
companion paper (Servillat 2010) describes this procedure in greater detail.
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2.3. Pickering Wedge Filter

The Pickering Wedge Filter is used to flag ghost objects by performing a spatial correla-
tion within a limited region around bright stars. The procedural steps are asfollows: (1)
Select the 300 brightest objects on the plate. (2) For each of these stars,superimpose all
of the objects at fixed distances from the primary objects. If wedge objectsare present,
there will be a peak in the secondary object distrubition. Two peaks indicatea grating
plate. (3) If a Pickering Wedge plate identification has been made, a plot of the dif-
ference of instrumental magnitudes of both the wedge and primary objects against the
instrumental magnitude of the primary object will show two distributions: normal stars
and the wedge objects. (4) Finally, go through the entire Sextractor population and flag
as Pickering Wedge objects all objects which meet the above position and magnitude
criteria.

2.4. Star Matching, Defect Filter, Photometry Calibration, and Magnitude Cal-
culation

These steps are described in more detail in Laycock et al. (2010), Tanget al. (2010),
Tang, S. (in preparation), and on the DASCH website3. After wedge filtering, objects
are matched either to the GSC2.3.2 catalog (Lasker et al. 2009) or the KeplerInput
Catalog (for calibration of the Kepler satellite field). A defect filter removes emulsion
defects, dust, and development defects by comparing PSF characteristics of matched
objects with unmatched objects. Next, the plate is divided into nine annular bins and a
colorterm algorithm estimates the spectral response of the plate. For each annular bin,
a lowess curvefitting algorithm is used to generate a calibration between the Sextractor
instrumental magnitudes and the blue catalog magnitudes. Finally, a local correction
algorithm is used on a 50 x 50 grid to account for variations in emulsion and/or sky
conditions.

2.5. Multiple Exposure Loop

The multiple exposure loop removes the objects successfully matched to the calibration
catalog from the SExtractor source list and submits the remainder source listto astrom-
etry.net. At the completion of the WCS fitting procedures, the new WCS parameters
are applied to all objects in the original SExtractor dataset and the pipeline proceeds
normally from Pickering Wedge filtering to completion.

Two ambiguities arise: (1) If a catalog object from one solution coincides witha
different catalog object from another solution, then the result is considereda “Multiple
Exposure Blend”. (2) If an object is not matched to any catalog object, these objects
receive a special flag because it is impossible to assign the object to a particular expo-
sure.

To prevent infinite loops, the algorithm is terminated if a new solution is close to
or overlaps a previous solution.

3see http://hea-www.harvard.edu/DASCH/photometry.php
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2.6. Photometry Database

Magnitude measurements are stored in a set of binary files optimized for performance.
Supporting star-specific and plate-specific data appear in MySQL tables.A detailed
database design document will appear in a future publication.

3. Results and Discussion

Results from a sample of 87 multiple exposure plates with full logbook transcriptions
show successful detection of 31% of the double exposures and 18% ofthe triple expo-
sures. There were 481 non-Pickering-Wedge plates which showed moresolutions than
described in the transcribed logbook entries.

The multiple exposure loop provided additional quality control checks by detect-
ing at least 292 plates that can not provide good photometry because theyare grating
plates or plates with bad astrometric solutions .

The Pickering Wedge filter flagged 857 of 11461 scanned plates. Use ofthis filter
has been extended to detect a possible optics misalignment in the “dsy” telescope se-
ries. These results suggest that a general near-neighborhood search algorithm would be
useful for better detection of grating images and double-peaked star PSF’s.
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